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TO:

Ubrary Staff (professional)

FROM:

Dr. Jaok D. Ellis. Directort

RE,

FACULTY MEETING

DATE:

March 16. 1970

The regular faculty meeting w!ll be held on Tnesday. March 17.
at 4:10 p.m •• In tho auditorium of Uulversiiy Breckinr!dge School.
rIl1m

,

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY MEETING
Morehead State University
March 17, 1970

The reghiar monthly faculty meeting was held at 4:10 p,m. on Tuesday, March 17,
1970, in the University Breckinridge School Auditorium. Dean Warren C. Lappin
presided.

'

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Dean Lappin:

Reminded the faculty that the NeATE Committee will be visiting
the campus Monday and Tuesday, l1arch 23 and 24. The Committee
will be interested in the work of the University pertaining to
teacher-education programs.

Asked that the University Senate meet with the NCATE Committee
on Monday, March 23, in the U. N. Room, Room 365 of the University
Center at 3:15 p,m.

ITEMS OF BUSINESS:
Dr. Daran:

Discussed the 1970-71 budget, explaining that the state allocated
$657,912 over and above the 1969-70 budget. However, because of
an anticipated decrease in out-of-state enrollment, income from
student fees for 1970-71 is e~~pected to decrease by approximately
$55,000, leaving only $600,000 of new money with v1hich to work.
Appro~timately $300,000 of this amount has been allocated for
faculty salaries and increments.

Asked the faculty to discuss any salary problems with their
respective department head before going to their dean or the
President.

,

Asked that the faculty be aware of the process of polarization
and segmentation on campus.
Dr. Doran:

Presented the following resolution for consideration by the
faculty:

RESOLUTION
~mEREAS,

KRS 164.370 provides that

Each board of regents may invest the faculty or a
committee of the faculty with the pOvler to suspend
or expel any student for disobedience to its rules
or for any other contumacy, insubordination or
immoral conduct. In every case of suspension or
expulSion of a student the person suspended or expelled may appeal to the board of regents. The
board of regents shall prescribe the manner and
the mode of procedure on appeal. The decision of
the board of regents shall be final. And
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WHEREAS, The Board of Regents of Morehead State University
adopted the following resolution on May 30, 1966:
The Board of Regents vests the faculty and the
administration and/or a committee composed of
members of the faculty, students and administration
approved by the faculty, with the power and
authority to comply 'with the provisions of KRS
164.370.

And

WHEREAS, emergencies arise wherein immediate action must be
taken regarding the suspension and expuLsion of
students enrolled at Morehead State University, and
WHEREAS, the faculty has not taken action to comply with
RRS ~64.370, the resolution of the Board of Regents
and emergencies,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the faculty delegate authority
and original jurisdiction involving the suspension
and expUlsion of students to the Vice President for
Student Affairs and/or the Dean of Students, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a faculty Committee on Student
Appeals composed of nine (9) members six (6) of
wham shall be members of the faculty and three (3)
of whom shall be students nominated by the Committee
on Faculty Organization and approved by the faculty
shall serve as the appeals board for the students
who have been suspended or expelled should the
students desire to make an appeal, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the students who have been
expelled or suspended by the Vice President for
Student Affairs or the Dean of Students and the
suspensions or e.~pulsions have been upheld by the
Committee on Student Appeals will have further
access by appeal to the Board of Regents under
1(RS 164.370.

Dr. Doran:

Entertained discussion of the resolution.

Dr. Hacke:

Moved that the resolution be adopted.

Dr. LeRoy:

Seconded the motion; Dr. Derrickson called for the question.
The motion passed by a voice vote.

Dr. Doran:

Asked the Committee on Faculty Organization to meet 'With him
immediately following adjournment to plan for the nomination
of members for the Committee on Student Appeals.

The meeting was adjourned at 5;10 p.m.
lsI Sue Young Luckey
Secretary

- ,

MIHUTES OF THE SEECIAL FACULTY 11EETING

Morehead State University
March 24, 1970
A special faculty meeting was held at 4: 10 p,m. on Tuesday, March 24. 1970, in the
University Breckinridge School Auditorium. Dean Warren C. Lappin presided.
Dr. Pelfrey:

Presented the following nominations for membership to the
Committee on Student Appeals:
Faculty:

i-lilliam H. Bigham
Rolene B. Cain
Broadus B. Jackson
Sue Young Luckey
John C. Philley
Charles B. Thompson

Students: Danny Ray Hatfield
Morris E. Hawkins
Linda Laverne Yates
There were no additional nominations from the floor.
Dr. Simpson:

Moved that these nominations be accepted as presented.
The motion, seconded by Dean Davis, passed.

Dean Lappin:

Asked that Dr. Bigham act as temporary chairman of the
Committee pn Student Appeals.

Dr. Doran:

Reported that there seemed to be favorable results of the
NCATE visitation.
COIU.'Uended Gene Deaton and the stage band for lV'inning a
trophy as one of the three finalists at the jazz festival
in Mobile.
Commended Mrs. Webb and her debators for winning both the
varsity and novice championships at Bowling Green.

Dr. Doran:

Found $30,000 was left over from the budget for faculty
salaries and, therefo~e, added $100 to nearly every faculty
member's salary for the coming year.
Asked a group of the faculty to meet afterwards for consideration of special problems.

The meeting "(.Jas adjourned at 4:25 p.m.

lsi

Sue Young Luckey
Secretary
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TO:

Professional Library Staff

FROM:

Dr. Jack D. Ellis.

RE:

SPECIAL FACULTY MEETING

DATE:

March 23. 1970

Dlrector~_

There will be II special faculty meeting Tuesday, March 24
at 4:10 p. m. in Breckinridge Anditor!nm.
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MIl\1UTES OF THE FACULTY MEETING
Morehead State University
May is, 1970

The regular monthly faculty meeting was held at 4:10 p.m. on Tuesday, May 19 1 1970,
in the Breckinridge Unive~sity School Auditorium. Dean Warren C, Lappin presided.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Dr. Mangrum:

Announced that the University will be visited by the Southern
Association Accreditation team in April, 1971. Therefore,
please return faculty questionnaires for the report to either
Dean Davis or Dean John Duncan. These questionnaires are expected to be on file for the Southern Association Visitation,
Department Heads and Deans of Schools should return their
questionnaires also,

Dean Lappin:

Announced that the Annual Blue-Gold Scholarship Football Game
will be held tonight, May 19, at 8:00 p.m. in Breathitt Sports
Center. The game is sponsored by the Interfraternity/Pan
He1enic Council.
Announced Academic Honors Dayan Thursday, May 21, at 10:20
a.m. in Button Auditorium.

Mrs. Barber:

Asked th&t the random. sample questionnaire sent to teachers
and students by the Library Committee be retur~e3 promptly.

Mr. Fair:

Presented the list of Candidates for Degrees. He asked that
the following name be added to the corrected list of Degree
Candidates: Ratliff, Carl Edward
M.A.

Dr. John Duncan asked that the following name be again added
to the list of Degree Candidates: Crawford~ Marietta M.B.E.
Moved that this corrected list be accepted to be presented to,
the Board of Regents. Dean Grote seconded and the motion
carried.
ITEMS OF BUSINESS:
Dr. Bizzel:

110ved that the University Senate Constitution as approved by
the Senate be accepted by the faculty. Dr. Heaslip seconded
the motion and it carried unanimously.

Mr. Randy Miller:

Moved that the By-Lavrs of the University Senate Constitution
as approved by the Senate be accepted by the faculty. Dr.
Nail seconded the motion and it carried unanimously.

Dr. Doran:

Explained the new calendar which will be presented to the
Board of Regents for their approval on May 30, 1970. The
tentative dates will be recommended:

First semester begins:
First semester ends:
Second semester begins:
Second semester ends:
Spring Vacation:

August 26
December 21
January 11
MayS
March 13-21

Faculty Meeting Minutes
May 19, 1970
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Dr. Doran:

Proposed moving to Laughlin Gymnasium for the Baccalaureate
Service at 4:00 p.m.; Sunday~ May 31. Informal agreement was
made. The faculty also agreed to line up as usual on University
Boulevard and march in with the students for Commencement
Exercises which will be held at 10:00 a.m.; I1onday, June 1,
in Laughlin Gymnasium.
Announced the Annual Alumni Awards Banquet scheduled for
Saturday, May 30.
Announced that Dr. Herbert Haller ~ a Rabbi from Louisville will
deliver the Baccalaureate sermon.
Announced that Dr, Frank M. Mangrum, Head of the Philosophy
Department) will deliver the Commencement address, Dr. Mangrum
received the Distinguished Faculty Award in 1969 and is the
elected faculty representative on the Board of Regents.
Presented the following selection of fine people to be awarded
Honorary Masters Degrees:

Mrs. Virginia Chapman, Chairman
Board o~ Education
Covington City Schools

Mr. Bert Wellman, Chairman
Board of Education
Boyd County
Mr. James Deweese, Superintendent
Graves County Schools
Miss Mary I'tcClafferty ~ Teacber
Paintsville City Schools
Mrs. Carl Perkins was also selected but could not attend
Commencement and the Degree is not given in absentia.
Commended the faculty on their actions concerning national
CLifficulties during the past few' weeks.
,
Discussed the increase of money. $200,000, which ~vi11 be
available for the 1970-71 school year because of the rise in
tuition costs voted on by the Council on Higher Education.
Of this amount, $109,000 is to be allocated to salaries. This
represents an increase of about seven percent in the amount of
money going into salaries over last year. After recommendations
from deans and the Vice President of Academic Affairs, a
modified contract including adjustment to faculty will be sent
out by June 1.
Urged the faculty to follow the prescribed Final
Schedule.

E]~mination

The meeting adjourned at 5:05.
/s/ SUe Young Luckey
Secretary

MINUTES OF FACULTY MEETING
Morehead State University
July 23, 1970
The Bummer faculty meeting was held at lJ.-:I0 p.!ll. on Tuesday, July 23, 1970, in the
Breckinridge School Auditorium. Dean H'ar;:e.n C. Lappin presided.
Hr. Fair:

Presented the list of candidates for degrees. A list of changes,
removals, and additions to the previous list were given to each
faculty member,
Moved that degrees be recommended if candidates completed their
present work satisfactorily.

Dr. Verne Simon!

Seconded and the motion carried.

Dean Lappin:

Presented dates for the meetings prior to the opening of the
Fall semester.
Sa turday. August 22:
10:00 a.m,.
2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Sunday, August 23:
2:00 p.m.
7:30 p,m,

President meets with Vice PresIdents, Deans ~
Division Heads and Department Heads at
University Center~
School Deans meet with Department and
Division Heads,
Board-of Regents meets.
Faculty and Staff Reception and Dinner University Center
Pxesident and Mrs, Doranls Reception for
Freshmen and Parents - Button Auditorium
Meeting of Faculty with their respective
School Deans,

(Deans will meet with Academic Advisors during 1970 Summer Term.)
]Jean Simpson:

Presented the names of the members of a neto1 standing committee
of the University. This committee, Radiation Safety Committee,
was set up on the recommendation of the Kentucky State Depart~
ment of Health to advise users of radiation equipment and
materials. In addition, this committee will reviel;v and recommend
purchases of all radiation equipment and materials, as well as
direct a campus-wide radiation inventory. A complete set of
guidelines will be sent to each school. The following faculty,
including one representative from each of the five schools, are
members of the Radiation Safety Committee:
William R. Falls) Chai:i:man
Hilliam Clark, Social Science
Meade Roberts, Applied Sciences
and Technology
Larry Netherton, Humanities
Paul Raines, Education

William Ewers, Purchasing Dept,
Russell Brengelman. r
David Brumagen_
Margaret Heaslip
Verne Simon

The meeting was adjourned at 4:21 p.m.
lsi Sue Young Luckey
Secretary

I1INUTES OF FACULTY MEETING
Morehead State University
July 23, 1970
The summer faculty meeting was held at l}:lO p.m. on Tuesday, July 23, 1970, in the
Breckinridge School i!uditorituIl. Dean Har::cn C. Lappin presided.
l'1r. Fair:

Presented the list of candidates for degrees. A list of changes,
removals, and additions to the previous list l·lere given to each
faculty member.
Moved that degrees be recommended if candidates completed their
present work satisfactorily.

Dr. Verne Simon:

Seconded and the motion carried.

'Dean Lappin:

Presented dates for the meetings prior to the opening of the
Fall semester.
Saturday. August 22:
10:00 a.m ••
2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m,

Sunday, August 23:
2:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

President meets with Vice Presidents, Deans.
Division Heads and Department Heads a~
University Center.
School DeanS meet with Department and
Division Heads.
Board of Regents meets,
Faculty and Staff Reception and Dinner ~
University Center
President and Mrs. Doran1s Reception for
Freshmen and Parents - Button Auditorium
Meeting of Faculty with their respective
School Deans.

(Deans will meet with Academic Advisors during 1970 Summer Term.)
Dean Simpson:

Presented the names of t.he members of a neW" standing committee
of the University. This committee, Radiation Safety Committee,
was set up on the recommendation of the Kentucky State Department of Health to advise users of radiation equipment and
materials. In addition, this committee will review and recommend
purchases of all radiation equipment and materials. as well as
direct a campus-wide radiation inventory. A complete set of
guidelines will be sent to each school. The following faculty,
including one representative from each of the five schools, are
members of the Radiation Safety Committee:
1ililliam R. Falls, Chai1:man
William Clark, Social Science
Meade Roberts, Applied Sciences
and Technology
Larry Netherton, Humanities
Paul Raines, Education

William Ewers, Purchasing Dept.
Russell BrengeL~an. r
David Brumagen.
Margaret Heaslip
Verne Simon

The meeting 'liaS adjourned at 4:21 p.m.
/s/ Sue Young Luckey
Secretary
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PROPOSED STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
for
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
SEPTEMBER, 1970

~elieve

that the University's primary purpose is to structure

a community of learners, teachers, and administrators in which all
elements exist for the sake of scholarship and in

~;1hich

no ane element

serves merely itself.
We believe that the University is commissioned to develop an
environment in which knowledge may be

integrat~d

for civic, regional,

{Lnd"';'~~

~ nationalfiP~ose~--or

even for no purpose at all except the

~

exci.tement of free inquiry.
We believe that the University must provide opportunity for an
individual to recognize all of his potential skills and to prepare

himself fully for their realization.
We believe that the University must be flexible enough to respond
to the needs of the

present~ithout disregardin~the achievements of

the past or overlooking the promises of the future.

In seeking to achieve these purposes, we believe that the University
has a special obligation to serve the people and.region of Eastern
Kentucky.
1

~d;I'> -3'1 Afi'",; ford' ~ ~
60/- ,aL~

,
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES
Faculty Organization

Pryor

Conyers

Graduate Council
J . .R. Duncan
Price

Davis
Gartin
Hall

Exelhirt

Mangrum
Needham

Snyder
Two Graduate Studen,

M. Northcutt

Cutts
Howard

L. Payne
:?elfrey
Playforth
N. Roberts

Martin
Montgomery
J.E. Duncan
Payne

Administrative Council

Teacher Education
Powell
J. Payne
Hinson
Logan

Doran
Conyers
Cooper
J. Wilson
Flatt

Needham
Philley

Hornback
Jenkins

Robinson
Thomas

Lappin
McClure
M. Northcutt

Sadler

Wicker

Honors Program
Davis

\'{ilson

President of Student Council

R. Cain

President of Senior Class

Graves
Huang

Coordinating Council

Lappin

Mangrum
Newton

Davis

J.E. Duncan
.I.R. Duncan

Student Life
Wilson
E. Anderson
L. Smith
Crager
J. Henson

Grote

Playforth
Powell
Simpson
Hornback

Mack

McClure
Norfleet
Wilson

H. Northcutt

Undergraduate Curriculum and
Instruction

Library
M. Barber

Davis
.I.R. Duncan

ThomJ;lson

Beane
Ellis

V. V2nettozzi
Five Students

Lake
Murphy

M. Quinn
W. Clark
Griesinger
LeRoy
G.

Luckey

D. Moore
N. Roberts

Riggle

Strider

Setser

Nass

Sprague
Four Students

Six Students

& University Committees

J.lage Two
September 14, 1970

/i«tb<f ~dJ

Athletics
:?layforth
Davis

A~~

Fair
Gartin

y

/ofdj

Lappin

Laughlin
McClure
Boodryl

Two Students
Admissions
Pierce

Wicker
Wilson
D. Adams
F. Patton

7

, tI*1'!~~

Jones
Setser
G. 'Young

C.

!ffl0(j~ ;J~ (J,~~

Fair
Two Students
Faculty Research
P. Cain
Brumagen /J

6hrismrm

. _ /J

~/..;;~

Derrickson
Howard
E Moore
Nail

B. Patton
Reser
Voigt

Public Af.fairs
Hornback
Crawford
Hart - .

Holloway
Triplett
Wicker
Wolfe

Editor of Trail Blazer
Editor or Raconteur

,
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF SCIENCES & NATHEHATICS

FACULTY HANDBOOK SUPPLEHEiVT

S H- 68080l

•,
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INTRODUCTION
~

,

This supplement to the FaauZty Handbook" has been prepared primarily
for the benefit of new faculty members upon their becoming part of the
"best oiled!!, and unumber oneil School of IlIlorehead State University.
Each new person joining the staff has numerous questions about
many different aspects of his or her new position and new home community.
Answers to many of these questions may be found in the pages of the
Faaulty Handbook and/or the Genepal Catalog of the University. It is
hoped by those who have had a part in the preparation of this Supplement
that answers to some of the usually unanswered questions may be found
here. Those of us t'1ho have been herefor some time often forget to
voluntarily offer information--it is virtually impossible to think of
all possible perplexities which should be included here. If any of
your questions are still unanswered, please contribute to future revisions of this supplement so that they can be included. By all means,
do not think this to be an attempt to stop your asking questions of
anyone at any time.
No "Table of contents tl has been prepared. Topics are arranged
alphabetically by key words. Forms referred to by S~I-number may be
obtained from the Dean's Office, room 123.
To each of our new faculty members, we bid you "I.tlelcome Aboard".
Very Sincerely,

~.60

t?i.j

~/~~,..
~
William C. Simpson, Dea
School of Sciences & Mathematics
WCS/bf
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ORGANIZATION CHART
(1970-71)
SCHOOL OF

SCIEN~'ES &

Dr. W. C.

MA2'HEMATICS

S~mpson,

'I

Dean

Mrs. Bea Falls, Secy.

\

,
I

•

I

DIVISION OF
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Dr. M. E. Pryor, Chm.
Mrs. Carla DeMoss, Secy.

i

Dr. B. R.

Nail~

MATHEMATICS

W.W. Barber
Dr. D.S. Bates
Dr. D.M. Brumagen

l'ir •

l'<ir. F.M. Busroe
Mr. G.L. DeMoss

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

R.G.
M.B.
D.M.
A.L.
H.L.
Mr. L.D.
I Dr. J.R.

Eversole
Heaslip

Hill
Lake

Setser

Smith
SEears
I

Dr. C. A.

Chm.

Mrs, Louise Louder) Secy.
Mrs. Barbara Thiel, SecY'l I Mrs. Jean Smith, .8ecy.

BIOLOGY

I

DIVISION OF
FHYSICAL SCIENCES

DIVISION OF
MATHENATICAL SCIENCES

Mr. I.L. Burton
Dr. R.B. Cain
Mrs. L. C. Cooper
I~r . L.A. Fair
Mr. J.G. Fryman
c- Dr. a.E. Johnston
Dr. R.J. Lindahl
Mrs. N.F. Mahaney
Mr. J.D. Mann
Mrs. E.E. Mayo
Mrs. D.M. Moore
Mr. G. Nolen
Mr. D.S. Tucker
I

I

I Dr.
!1r.
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.
I Dr.

V.A. Simon, (Head)
C.J. Jenkins
C.A. Payne
L.B. Payne
T. C. Phillips
D. Williams

GEOSCIENCES
Dr. J.R. DuBar, (Head)
Mr. J.R. Chaplin

Mr. J.C. Philley
Dr. H.W. Straley

PHYSICS

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
I Dr.

R.M.
D.R.
W.C.
C. J.

Brengelman(Hear

Cutts
Simpson

Whidden

II ",-",m",,,
PRE-OPTOMETRY

SCIENCE EDUCATION
Dr. W.R. Falls (Head)

IVlr.

M.E. Esham

Mr. T.L. Hoffman (Atomic World)

Dr. C.T. Jackson

SI~-680501

(Revised 7/20/70)

Chm.

I CHENISTRY

j

NEDIGAL TECHNOLOGY
PRE-CRIROPRACTIC
PRE-DENTISTRY
PRE-MEDICINE
PRE-PHARMACY

Payne~

JVlrs • Joyce Meredith, Secy,
Mrs. Ruby Fannin~ Sec;2.

,

ADMINISTRATION

(outside the School· of Sciences

&

Mathematics)

Dr. Adron Doran, President
Dr. Warren Lappin, Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of the Faculty
Dr. r,1orris Norfleet) Vice President for Research &

Program Development

•

Dr. Raymond Hornback, Vice President for University

Affairs (Public Relations)
Mr. Russell McClure, Vice President for Business Affairs
NIr. Roger Wilson, Vice President for Student Affairs
Dr. Paul DaviS, Dean of Graduate Programs
Dr. John Duncan, Dean of Graduate Programs

Dr. Nelson Grote, Dean of School of Applied
Sciences & Technology

Dr. J. E. IfGene ri Duncan, Dean of School of
Humanities

Dr. Roscoe

Playforth~

Dean of School of Social

Sciences

Dr. James Powell, Dean of School of Education
IVlr. Buford Crager, Dean of Men
Miss Anna IVlae Riggle", Dean of Women
ACCIDENT REPORTS

~

.

:

Accidents involving personal injury to any person on the
premises of Morehead State University must be reported within one
week after the accident occurs. A rath~r detailed form for reporting
accidents is available in the Dean's Office.
(Emergency Phone Numbers:

Police
9-·784-7511
Fire
A
nce 9-784-731
}ospltal 9-784-4161
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AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS
Dr. Norman Tant (School of Education) is Director of Instructional Media for the University. He is most willing to provide
any assistance you may need in the procurement and/or use or audio-

visual aids.

Dr. Tantis office is in Room 210B, Education Building.

Each Division in Our School has a modest film library maintained
by the Division Chairman.

Each lecture room in the building is equipped with a cart
containing one or more projectors (35 mm slide, overhead trans-

parency, movie, etc.).

Projectors have room numbers on them and

should not be transferred. You may obtain a key for the carts
from your Division Chairman.
We also have a Polaroid copy camera (plus a 35 mm back) in
room 218 for making slides; a Thermofax copier (for using in making
your own overhead transparencies) is in room 107.

AUTOMOBILES
New Kentucky residents must register their automobiles within
thirty (30) days after moving into the Commonwealth. This may be
done at the County Court Clerk's Office at the Courthouse (diagonally
across the street in front of Lappin Hall) first floor. Price of
Kentucky license ,plates is $12.50. If you have a relatively new
automobile, your bill-of-sale may come in handy since Kentucky
collects sales tax on new cars entering her boundaries unless there
exists a reciprocal agreement between Kentucky and the state in
which the car is registered.
Another $10.00 must be spent each August for a city sticker.
This sticker may be purchased at City Hall on Main Street (Fire
Station Building), and is required of all persons who earn their
living in ~orehead.

•

Campus parking permits may be obtained from the Traffic Office
upstairs in the Administration Building. You must carry liability
insurance in order to receive a campus permit. (Note: the campus
permit is a "hunting license!l·~-no Itspace 't is guaranteed but can
sometimes be found early in the morning or in the lot adjacent to
the Industrial Arts/Home Ec Building on 3rd Street. Do not park
on lIyellot\T!I curbs on 2nd or 3rd Streets since these are IIcity"
streets and carry $5.00 fine!)

-2-

Kentucky Drivers! License are valid for two years and must
be renewed before the end of the month of your birthday. New
residents of Kentucky must pass a written test only for their
license if they have a valid license in another state. This may
be done on Tuesdays at the Circuit Court Clerk's Office at the
Courthouse. A booklet (for study) may be obtained at the Courthouse.
BOOKSTOBE

lliJr. John Collis is manager of the University Bookstore~
located on the ground floor of the Adron Doran University Center
directly across the street in front of Lappin Hall.
Faculty members are given a 10% discount on some purchases
made at the Bookstore.
(See also section on "Textbooks".)
BUILDING SECURITY

We have much trouble with thefts and vandalism. Each person
should become very conscious of the necessity to lock his or her
office~ laboratories, etc. when they are left unattended.
Be very hesitant to lend your keys to anyone. Duplicates can
be, and have been, made in a few minutes at most any place downtown.
Students must have written permission (Form SM-670606) to
work in the building at any time outside IInormaltJ hours (evenings,
week-ends, etc.)
CAFETERIAS

The University maintains three cafeterias at present-Adron Doran University Center, Alumni Tower, and tlCornucopia Room!!
on first floor Lappin Hall.
Cafeterias in the University Center and Alumni Tower are open
(usually) for all three meals daily, and the food is excellent for
its price. These are popular IIfamilyll eating places. The cafeteria
in Lappin Hall is a laboratory ~or Home Economics and they serve
the noon meal only to faculty and staff.

-3-

CLASS ROLLS

Official class rolls are furnished by Data Processing within
a fe'lrJ days after each term begins. These rolls should be checked
very carefully and any discrepancies reported immediately to the

Dean's Office.
Several schedule changes are usually made during the early
days of each semester--you will receive written authorization
(Sr1-690103 or 811-690104) to add or drop students' names, and none
should be added or dropped without this authorization.
Duplicate rolls should be filed with your Division Chairman

each semester (as soon as class enrollments become stabilized).
CLASS SCHEDULE

Class periods are 60 minutes long.

Three hour courses are

normally scheduled to meet on alternate Fridays according to a
pre-deterP1ined~

and

announced~

scheme (i.e. J.liIWF or TThF).

COMMITTEES

The following standing committees are appointed to serve as
the School counterparts of the corresponding University committees.
Coordinating Committee: comprised of the Dean and
Division Chairmen. Items for consideration may be
submitted by any member of the School of Sciences
& Mathematics. Meetings are held on alternate
Friday afternoons and are open to any faculty member.
Curriculum & Instruction: reviews and makes recommendations
on proposed new courses, changes in curricula, etc,
Other committees in the School are listed belm'1--their duties
are similar to those of the corresponding University committee.
Graduate

Teacher Education

Faculty Research

Flower Connni ttee

Honors

Radioisotopes
Regional Science Fair

-4-

COMPUTER (& Data Processing)

Mr. Bill Mahaney is Head of the Data Processing Department
and is in charge of its computer facilities located upstairs in
the Administration Building.
There is available at Data Processing, a Honeywell !I200~n
computer with five tape drives, card-reader and card-punch, 20
memory, and 650 lines/minute print out. Program ability in
BOL,
FORTRAN, AND I1Easy-Coder fr •
Mrs. Cain (Nathematics) is the School "expert tl in computer
facilities and capabilities and will be happy to assist you in any
way. Mrs. Cain also maintains a nCalculator Laboratory" in room 201several desk calculators, IBM, Keypunch, and 1-'lANG electronic cal ....
culator, are available here and in other locations in Lappin Hall.
Computer time may be scheduled by faculty members during the
day by calling 2275.
COURSE PROPOSALS

New courses may be proposed at any time by any faculty member.
The proposal should be discussed with your department head and
division chairman, then (on form SM-680l04) to the School Curriculum
& Instruction Connnittee or Graduate Committee. This committee will
forward their recommendation to the Dean of the School - thence to
the appropriate University Committee for consideration.
Each proposal should be accompanied by a "statement of need", catalog
description, textbook~ etc. Any additional faculty and/or equipment
requirements should be noted (if Hnonen, this should also be noted).
DUPLICATING FACILITIES

The School has the following duplicating (or copying) equipment
for faculty use. It is necessary to limit its use to 1!business ll
purposes.
Mimeograph (best for many copies such as quizzes, etc.)
Spirit Duplicator (good for few copies - under about 100)
Thermofax (good for temporary copies, overhead transparencies,
etc. This machine is not sensitive to inks or paints ... it
operates on heat conduction, so requires a carbon content
original).
.
Stencil j'.Jaker (for making mimeograph stencils from almost any
copy. Stencils for this machine are expensive, but its
capabilities are almost unlimited).
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.

Collator (for collecting up to 16 pages simultaneously) .
The machines listed above are located in room 107.
Electrostatic Copier (located in Dean I s Office; best for
permanent copy of documents, letters, etc. Not to be used
for mass copying.) Turn in request for copies to Division
Secretary.
S'i!UDENTS ARE NOT PERMITTED TO USE THESE MACHINES -- except for
~lOrkship students whose names are posted in room 107.
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Your attention is directed especially tO,the FaauL~y Handbook
concerning employment outside the Institution (moonlighting) and
Institutional services off-campus.
lIAcademic Freedomfl also implies l'Academic Responsibility".
You are urged to participate in normal political activities (in
the party of your choice) and campus activities. You are discouraged
however from llsounding off" vociferously on controversial topics in
your classes (class time is for instructional purposes).
Each year there are several regional Alumni Dinners held
throughout the State. Faculty members are encouraged to attend
these whenever possible (public relations measure).
The University maintains a Speaker's Bureau through the office
of University Affairs. You may desire to participate in this program.
Your Division Chairman and the Dean must be informed of your
extracurricular activities--mostly to make them "look good" by
knowing what's gOing on. Bear in mind that, officially or unofficially,
you are always representing the University and your colleagues.
GRADES

•

Data Processing provides sheets for final grade reports.
These are distributed by the Division Chairman. Needless to say,
accuracy and completeness are essential. A #2 lead pencil should
be used for recording grades~ and each grade sheet must be Signed
by the instructor. (The marldng system is explained briefly in
the Faculty Handbook).
New freshmen receive a grade l~eport in at l aourses at the end
of foul' (4) weeks. AZl students· receive mid-~erm gl'ades (about 9
week~) . and J:i11;,a Z, gr~des",
Facu Zty membel's shou Ld arrange to gather
suff~(].~ent ~nJormat~on ~n order to assign grades at these ~imes.
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Duplicate grades should be filed'periodically, and especially at the end of each semester, with your Division Chairman.
These duplicate records have proved extremely useful to us in
the past.
Class roll and grade books or sheets (as you prefer) are
available in the Division offices.
Grade changes must be made on forms provided for this purpose
and available in the Division office.
Your prompt attention to returning graded papers to students
will be appreciated. Major problems arise when students do not
realize Hwhere they stand ll in a course until it's too late for them.

GRADE AND ABSENCE SUMMARY
At the end of each semester, the Vice President for Academic
Affairs requests that each faculty member submit a "Grade and
Absence ll 'summary for each class taught. 'J.1his summary is used to
determine grade distribution, etc. (A sample of this sheet is
enclosed). Note that grades and absences for students taking
courses for graduate credit are reported separately from undergraduates. These should not be included in the undergraduate summary 9
and only those students w~receive graduate credit (in 300G or
400G courses) are reported in the space provided. (All 500 level
courses are taken for graduate credit only and hence are not included
elsewhere on the form).
~

GRADUATE CREDIT
Any course numbered at the 300 or 400 level and carrying a
"G ll with the number may be taken for graduate credi t· by qualified
students. Graduate students are required to do some additional
work (beyond that required for undergraduates) in these courses,
and the nature of the additional worl{ must be reported to the
Dean of Graduate Programs on Form SM-69030l.

HONOR SOCIETIES
There are several honor societ;ies on campus for faculty and
st.udents.
We have a Sigma Xi Club and all members or associates of the
Sigma Xi are urged to affiliate with this club.
Your affiliation with these and similar organizations is
encouraged and encouraging.
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INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPLIES

All instructional supplies (cl1aJJ{, paper, grade books,

textbooks, etc.) may be obtained at the division offices.
INSURANCE

Questions concerning insurance benefits, etc., should be
directed"to Mrs. Virginia Caudill, Business Office. The Board
of Regents provides (cost free) a $5000 life insurance for each
faculty member. Other life, hospital, and health policies are
available but none automatic--you must apply.
KEYS

Like the Phl1ippian jailer, we are "loaded H with keys--

office, master, labs, projector carts, elevator, and others.
See your Division Chairman and be patient when several days are
required to obtain keys you need.
You are responsible for your keys--do not lend them to
unauthorized persons (for obvious reasons).
LIBRARY

The c 'ef libraria

Dr • J aCk:,,-Ehirn-.._ _ _--,

at the Johnson-Camden Library is

Each Division has its own library budget for text and
reference books. Requests for additional books andlor professional
journals to be purchased for the library must be made through your
Division Chairman or his appointed representative.
LOIIG DISTANCE PHONE C;lLLS

Long distance charges are paid from the Division travel
budget. Hence, the Division Chairman must grant approval before
any out-or-state calls are charged to the University. (There is
no charge for in-state business calls placed through the PBX
operator on campus.)
Out-ai-state calls should he repopted on form SM-670605.
AU long distance calls must he plaoed through the oampus operator.

Any unauthorized calls will be paid for by the individual
making the call.
MEETINGS

The School of Sciences & Hathematics attempts to minimize
the number of meetings held each semester. There are, however,
times at which meetings of the faculty must be held. Notices
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of these meetings will be distributed and posted. A lot of
meetings are avoided by use of written notices (check your mail
box frequently and at least daily).
Divisional and/or departmental meetings may be called at
any time by the Division Chairman or Department Head.
:Monthly meetings of the general faculty of the University
are usually held on the 3rd Tuesday afternoon at 4:10 p.m.
Attendance is required and any absence must be approved by the
Dean. The 2nd Tuesday is generally reserved for faculty meetings
by Schools, and Division meetings are usually held on the 4th
Tuesday of each month.
OFFICE HOURS

Each faculty member should schedule regular office hours
and is expected to be t'locatable" during these times for student
consultation and other purposes. It is recommended that at least
two hours per day be scheduled and posted as office hours and you
should make yourself available !lby appointment il at other times.
PAY CHECKS

Interested parties should Hch~ck-inl! With Mrs. Virginia
Caudill at the Business Office (Administration Building) in
order to get on the payroll. She will need your social security
number and the other usual information.
"Pay Dayll is sometime during the last week of each month.
The Deanis Secretary will pick up your check for you if you wish-just sign the sheet in her office before pay day each month. All
faculty members on a 9-month contract are paid in 10 equal payments
with the first check issued at the end of August. The last pay
check of the academic year will be released by the Business office
after all grades have been turned in and all other obligations are

met),

POST OFFICE

The University Post Office is located on the ground floor

,

of the Adron Doran University Center directly across the street
in front of Lappin Hall. lVlail boxes can be obtained there.

Each faculty member is assigned a box in room 107 of Lappin
Hall. Mail delivered to, or originating in, the School is
distributed here. Your box shouLd be aheaked daiLy.
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PURCHASING

The Commissioner of Finance for Kentucky has laid dm\fn hard
and fast rules for purchasing procedures. 1J.1hese have to be
adhered to at all times.

Requisitions for equipment and supplies must be made through
official channels--your Division Chairman is authorized to sign
requisitions for the School of Sciences & Mathematics. Purchases
#

made~

Zoeally or otherwise~ without prior approval of the Division
Chai:t'man 01' Dean will NOT be paid for by the University.
It is

unfortunate that we have to live within a limited budget! There
is a small petty cash fund (at the University Business Office)
from which a faculty member may be reimbursed for authorized
purchases under $5.00. Reimbursement requires written approval
of the Division Chairman. This fund has been abused in the past
and its use is reserved for emergencies.
RECORDS

Records and files are essential to our operation. The Vice
President for Academic Affairs, School Dean, and Division Chairmen
maintain files on all faculty members. These consist of transcripts
of all college work, appointment contracts, and other vital information. Your cooperation in getting all requested information tUrned
in is greatly appreciated. Periodic lIupdatingll is also necessary.
Student records (unofficial) on our majors are maintained
by the Division Chairman. Faculty are urged to use these files
when advising students, writing letters of recommendation, etc.
(rJlemory and students I "word of it" are not always too reliable).
Return files to the Division Office promptly.
Believe-it-or-not~

useful to someone!

the files we attempt to keep are all

RECREATION AND ENTERTAINMENT

M.S.U. provides many excellent facilities for recreation
and entertainment.
In the Laughlin Health Building are handball courts, weight
room, bowling alley, dry Sauna room, basketball courts, etc.
These facilities are available for faculty use.
A swimming pool (indoors), 9-hole golf course (green fee or
membership), tennis courts, trac~, etc. are owned by the University
and are open to faculty and members of their family.
Several concerts, public lectures, plays, and social activities
are scheduled on campus each year. These are all open to the public,
and are usually excellent in quality - admission fees are nominal.
Dances are sponsored by social clubs and other campus
organizations. These are well-chaperoned and enjoyed (7) by the
younger at heart.
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RESEARCH
Quality teaching is our primary objective.

Many of uS believe

that some personal involvement tn research is effective in improving
our teaching.

A small reduction in teaching load may be granted for

purposes of engaging in research on a limited scale. Requests for
load reduction must be approved before teaching schedules are

finalized each semester.
Each faculty member having a reduced teaching load for
research is required to submit a brief !lstatus ll report at the end
of the semester.
Dr. David Brumagen is Chairman of the University's Faculty

Research Committee) and he can be of great service to you in
explaining policy and procedure.
SCHOOLS

(EZementa~y

and Seoondary)

University Breckinridge School (Breck) is the Laboratory
School on campus. Rowan County School is the public school. Both
have grades 1 through 12. (Breck also has kindergarten).
Faculty children are given top priority for admission to
Breck (enrollment is somewhat limited).
Pre-kindergarten children may be enrolled (by invitation
because of limited spaces) in the Child Development Class in the
Home Economics Department of the University. These children are
the I!laborat ory lt for students taking this course.

STUDENT ABSENCES
Student absence policies are stated in the FaauZ.ty. Handbook.
Any faculty member should report to the Dean (at your
discretion) any student who accumulates an excessive number of
unexcused absences (llexcessivell is defined as twice the number
of credit hours carried by the course) on form SM-670702.
(Note: nCutsll from laboratory are undef'ined.)
Unexcused absences before or after holidays carry a 1/2 credit
hour penalty for the student. Individual faculty members are not
authorized to excuse these absences and must report all that occur.

STUDENT ADVISING
All faculty members should become familiar with requirements
for majors and minors within their academic discipline. (Mimeographed check-sheets are available in the Division Chairman's Office).
You will undoubtedly be assigned a Ubatchl! of student advisees befOre
long.
.
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Beware of II s idewalk 1T advising and advising outside of your
knowledge. Some students will I1quote~! anything (and have been
known to misquote a i'ew!). Advisers are urged to maintain (and
use) adequate records on their advisecs. Records are also kept
in Division Of rices.
Some of our biggest problems arise because of students enrolling
in courses without having completed the necessary prerequisites.
Students who desire to make a change in their Ifdeclaredl1
program of study must request such change through official channels-all changes are initiated by consultation with the student's faculty
adviser and (again) forms are provided for this purpose.
STUDENT WORKERS

Student help is available on a limited" basis.
Laboratory assistants and tJ'"lOrkship!! students are assigned,
according to faculty member's request and availability~ by the
Division Chairman. The faculty member must not "promise" any
student a job, but may interview prospects and make recommendations
to his Division Chairman (through Department Head where applicable).
Student workers are paid by the hour. Their time report has
to be verified by the faculty member to t<rhom the student is assigned.
Keep track of this time and report it to the Division Secretary on
Friday afternoons. The student cannot be paid without this.
TESTING SERVICgS

Mrs. Hazel Whitaker is Director of the Testing Bureau located
in Room 501 of the Education Building. This is a University service
and Mrs. Whitaker is always happy to provide assistance in testing
matters.
The University owns an Im~-1232 Test-scoring machine (located
in Data Processing) which can be used by faculty. See Mr. Bill
Mahaney in Data Processing for instructions on using this service.
The secretaries will gladly type stencils for your quizzes
and examinations. Please give them at least 24 hours--one week on
final exams--to prepare stencils (they have other responsibilities,
too) •

TEXTBOOKS

Desk copies of authorized textbooks can be obtained from your
Division Office.
Textbooks must be approved by the Dean. You will be requested
to recommend texts for courses yeu are scheduled to teach. Text for
classes involving multiple sections are usually selected by committees
appointed by the Division Chairman for this purpose.
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TRAVEL
All travel J for

in advance.

~vhich

the Uni.ver,sity pays ~ must be budgeted

Travel funds (like all others) are limited.

Generally

speaking> a faculty member may attend one professional meeting per

4

year at University expense (others if participating on the official
program or if requested to represent the University). Expense
reports should be filed within 48 hours after completion of an
authorized trip. Receipts must be presented for any expenditures
greater than $2.00 (State regulation). The President must justify
any motel charge in excess of $10.00 per night in-state and $14.00
per night out-of-state and meal costs in excess of $2.00 per meal.
Requests for authorization to travel in-state must be filed
with the Division Chairman at least 10 days before the trip--for
out-of-state travel, this must be done at least 35 days prior to
departure.
The University has a few station wagons which may be used for
official travel when available. Requests for station wagons may be
made through the Division Office on forms provided for this purpose.
So that an individual will not be "burdGned 1T with large personal
expense, faculty members may write a "Hold-Check1T at the business
office for a minimum of $100.00 to make an authorized trip. This
check is then cancelled when the expense check is received and
endorsed by the individual. It is necessary to clear all holdchecks before your salary check can be received.

UNIVERSITY SENATE
The University Senate is an advisory body serving as a liaison
among various elements of the University. Each School is represented,
on the Senate, by four faculty members (ours are presently
Dr. Brumagen, Dr. Cain, Il'jrs. Cooper Dr. Heaslip, and Dr. Lamar
Payne - [five representatives w-ere elected originally to draw -up
the Senate Constitution and By-Laws - the resulting Constitution
specifies fourJ.)
j

"3enat ors lT from the School welcome your suggestions, questions,
opinions, etc.

UNIVERSITY WOMEN'S CLUB
Faculty and staff ladies and/or wives of faculty members are
invited to membership in the University Women's Club ~ a social/
service organization.
There are several I!activityli or "interest!! groups available
in the M.B.U.W.C. Additional information for neilJCOmers will be
forthcoming from the Membership Committee of the Newcomer's Group.
Mrs. Sue Simpson (phone 784-7966), or other members of the Club
will be happy to answer any questions the ladies may have.
~
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VOTER REGISTRATION

"Vote as you please.) but please vote!!,
All members of the University staff are urged to move 5 and
exercise, their voting privileges to fl10rehead and Rowan County
as soon as possible.

You can reglster at the County Court Clerk's Office in the
Courthouse at anytime earlier than 60 days prior to election.
In order to vote, one must have been a resident of the state for
one year~ the county for siz months, and precinct for three montbs-(but can register earlier).
FINIS

The best way to become a vital and integral part of us is
to Uget involved II with us.

It is the sincere hope of all that
you will be happy in your decision to "cast your lot!! with
Morehead state University and that you will soon be "indispensable B
to us.

We have no "Suggestion Box l !, but yours are solicited.

SCHOOL OF SC'IENCES

TO:

&

flATHHiATICS

University Bookstore

FROM:

Date:
(Faculty Member)

(Department)
Please issue Desk Copies of the listed below textbook(s) and/or laboratory
manual(s) for my personal use.

I will obtain replacement(s) from the

publisher(s) as soon as possible
Name of Text

Publ isher

APPROVEO:
•

7('A~u~tCho~r'iz~e~dTOS"~,g~n~a~t~u~r~e~)-----

(This request must be approved by faculty member IS Department Head, Division
Chairman, or Dean.)

SM-670409

scHo6L OF SCIENCE~
PROPOSED

NE\~

Credit:
Proposed Course Number:

/,vJk.Lecture:

Laboratory: __________
Prerequisites:
Text:
Author:
Publisher:
Price:
Content of Course:

Topics and Time Allotment:

Catalog Description:

Stfltement of Needs:

,
SM680104

MATHEI~;\TICS

COURSE IN

Ti tle:

No. Hcurs

&

SCHOOL OF SCIEHCES (, l1ATHENATICS
(Td be prepared in duplicate)
To:
•

,

Dean, Graduate Programs

Date

~~",'.:.:-",-,-"~'"-'~'~-'-____

From:
(Course Instructor)
Dep~rtment

Subject:

of ____________________-'School of _______________________

300G - 400G Level Course Explanation
was a student "in

( Student I s Name: Last, First, Biddle)
During the
(First, Second, Summer)

"~

(;;C~o~u=r=s=e~,~n~u=m~b~e=r::-a~n~d'--=s=e=c~t'i=o=n~)

semester, 19
------~

The nature of his (her) graduate activity beyond that expected of undergraduates
in the course ""'as:

(Professor's Signature)
Copy:

Dean, School of _____________________________________

SM-690301

,

,

I

Senao.l 'Of Sci ences

(To
,

TO:

&

11athemat i cs

be prepared In du~licate)
Date _ _ _ _

Office of the Registrar

~

_ _ _ _ _ __

FROM:
(Course Instructor)
Department of _______________________

SUBJECT:

Grade Correction

Student1 - (!Jame:
( Number j

was a student in
Last, First, Middle)

(rC~aTITI-rrI,~um~b~e~r~-~C~o~u~r~s~e~n~u~m~b~e~

During the ---r::.,---:---.,.--:,---,-- semester, 19_
{First, Second, Summer}
Grade recorded _____ should be changed to _____
Reason:
(
(

)
)

(Check one)

Removal of Incomplete
Instructor's Error in Calculation

Recommended:

)
)

Error in Recording Grade
Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Recommended:_~c=~-o~nTC-~~C=~or___

'l(~I~n~s·t~r~u~c·t~o~rT'-'sTig~n~a~t~u~r~e~);--~

(Dept. or Div. Chairman)

Recommended: __-n~~~~~~;-_ _-"Approved'__-n~~~-rr=z~~~~~~___
(Dean of School)
- (Dean of Undergraduate or
Graduate Programs)
Distribution:
>

,•

I - RegIstrar
2.- Dean of School in which student is majoring

SM-700301

MSU AItODV!S

Proposed Al terations for the Facul ty Handbook
(Submitted by Sue Young Luckey a nd George N. Luckey)
MISCELL4NEOUS POUCIES AND PROCEDURES

Page One
Faculty Ranking
Line 3 :

Change to read IIany faculty member v!ho desires to have his status
reviewed" 4
I

Line 8:

(Under Academic Training :

Professor) :

Insert asterisk after equivalent.

~~~
~'m-~%~~...af:ml~~~~i~}-Y.x~~.{;$tl:~~{;~~j;.l~~
1""~~@~~~,,§'.E~:&:~~~~?fS\>~m~~~~~

Lire 14:

Include asterisk after equivalent.

Lines 16 and 17:

"Significant amount of additional graduate \·rork ll is much
teo vague. Sugges t making an explici t reference to the minimum
amount \.,.hich ',10u l d count as "significant . "
Incl ude asterisk after equivalent.

Line 18 :
Line

13 : Include "semesterl! after 75 and before hours.
Change I1 recencyll to " recent I1; delete "ofl14

Line 23 :

Delete phrase follO'l'ling the dash.
Change lIaro" to "and/or "4
Substitute l1 i .mich bas professional purposel1 .. for "purposeful from a
professional standpoint ."
Contracts
Line

36 : Change "Governing Board!! to "Board of Regentsll4

Page litro
Paragraph

Immediate~

Preceeding Television Teaching:
adopted for

Television Teaching
Change I1 coarse l1 to "course ll
C
Change dash after IIProvisions!! to colon ..
Page 3
I ntroduction of NeVI Courses
Change "Disiring11 to !!desiringll.
Delete :

lIis expected to l!

(Continued on next page)

,

Dates must be changed
to conform to neN cal endar
1970-71 year.

tb ~

2

Introduction of

Change:

Ne~(1

Courses (Continued)

rrObserve"

to Observes"

De le te dash after Ilprocedurel1, insert colon .

Section 2 :

Change to read

I~ y

the members of the department in which the course

is to be taugh t; '1
Section 2:

I do not understand " and to the department or graduate committee

or division chairman . 1I
Section 2·

Clarify .

Change "University Curriculum Cormnittee ll to IIUniversity Undergraduate
Curriculum and Instruction Corrunittee ."

Paragraph Immediately Preceding Instruction_a l Hedia:
£ttr"GP~~~..#L~f~~~}A~re~~~~~~~~~§£:ru~~Ju

Change name of committee to: : IIUniversity Undergraduate Curriculum and
Instruct i on Committee ll

page 4

Harking system:
2nd paragraph from bottom of page:

Change l ast sentence to read "Upon removal
of the incomplete, it is the responsibility
of the instructor involved to fill out
change of grade forms in duplicate . The
completed forms are then submitted to the
department or division chairman . 'I

Page 5
Preparation of Class Schedules
Change to read:

"Preparation of c l ass schedule at the University is done
by the Deans of the .
"

Page 6
Field Trips
Paragraph one; three lines from end:
Paragraph

Change

II

ow" to "ov . II

t~vO:

delete second sentence . It is unnecessary since the first sentence
makes the point.
Paragraph four : does not relate to field trips. De l ete .
Library Acquisitions
Line 2·

de l ete "and the Dean of the school concerned ." In the Schoo l of HUmanities
l east , requests ~or library additions are not made through the Dean of the
Lines 3/4: Cannot cards be obtained from the Library directly and from the
Sch
Department or Division Chairman?
~~ ~~

Llvt{i'-1?

1M

~t6e 'iI

~~ AJ-wJl,. -~ ikL
~ ~ ~:: ~ ./llVv ~b~_
iii

' . u'q:; •

~ ~fiNUZl~el ,Nv~dI..

:t(.

. _ _ ~ _ _ _ ~~ _____ ~.:!. ,". ,

, '

b

"

,

3

Salary Checks:
Line 3:

Exp~ain

liar in the office of the Dean of the School." Is this the practice

tRe

in some Schools of
University.?
is
Lines 4/5: Expand to includ~Atiecific personal informationArequired and when
the information is required.
----'-- - - - - - - - -~- - - - - - - - ' ----"
Page

7

,

,

Lines 2/3:

Change to read lI;Nonstudent activities are scheduled ....

,II

Duplicating Service
Include designation of .'7here these services are available and what staff

member is in charge of them.
Textbooks and Instructional Materials
Change sentence 1 ·to read:

!IAII books and materials to be purchased by students

at the request of the faculty must be handled
through ••... 11
Paragraph 2:

Include title of the person/persons to whom equipment and supply
requisition forms are to be submitted.

Use of University Vehicles

~ Include

the title of the staff member to whom vehicle request forms are submitted.

~Plain

in last sentence what is meant by Iland regulations." .
Cm..lMITTEES

Page 1:
Committee on Nominations
Delete ''with the consent of the person nominated l l
Committee on Faculty Organizations
Delete 'with the consent of the person nominated."
Page 3
Committee on Teacher Education
Would it be helpful to clearly state that the Committee's responsibility to
maintain over~all supervision of the Teacher Education program does not imply
a responsibility for approval of curriculum changes. ~~
~~~~~~~~~~_~~am~~~~

That responsibility rests with the University 'Undergraduate Curriculum and
Instruction Committee.

,

4

•
Page

l~

Committee on Honors Programs
Are there any student members on this committee?

Committee on Student Life
paragraph 3:

Since it is not true that this committee functions chiefly
through its standing subcommittees, the claim to this effect
should be deleted.

Subcommittee of the Committee on Student Life:
Since these subcommittees are nonfunctional, should they be listed in

Faculty Handbook?
Suggest describing the Committee as a whole as having the interests and
responsibilities nm'l attributed to the subcommittees.
Page 5

Subcommittee on Discipline
Should it not be specified what types of 11 problems of student conduct"
necessitate committee consideration or action?
~Al~~

---

~~.=~,~w_~,,~_~

..

k,,~.,=

__

~,~,~~~=~~,_~

~~1'£<.::~ttiio.~~"'~~~"""'~~~~~J9a!..~);'~~a~

.

Committee on Athletics
Line 3:

Clarify what is meant by ITdirector - vice-president of business affairs."
~ll3~t,~~ii4&¥i~~~

lII\

~

Page 6

Committee on Admissions
Specify what is meant by "fSpecial cases,"

Committee on Public Affairs
Line 2:

Delete I1the Dean of Institutional Programs."

Is this list of University committee exhaustive?

5

,
A1~

ORGANIZATION

ADMINISTRATION OF THE UNIVERSITY

Page 1
Board of Regents
Change first sentence to read "The governing Board of the University is the

Board of Regents as established by Kentucky revised statute 164.350.
-

Line 5:

Change to read:

"Student Council (Kentucky resident) serves a one-

year term as a nonvoting member. If the President
o£ the Student Council is not a Kentucky resident, (specify
~:L~~.t.ipI1. p;rJ)~~J.]..1J:'f!)~ ~p"~'a~

The faculty elects

a nonvoting faculty member to the Board for a
3 year 'term.
Council on Public Higher Education
RevieW' the statuteS pertaining to the Council for possible alteration of the
present statements suggested by the faculty handbook. (Copies of statutes attached)

The Faculty
Line 4:

Delete

lIas

deemed!! substitute

Paragraph one, last sentence:

Il

when.!!

Change to read:

'1Attendence at these meetings
is expected of all faculty
members .11

Page 2:
Administrative Staff
Change the paragraph descri"bing the duties of the Dean of Undergraduate Programs
to read: liThe Dean of Undergraduate Programs, the executive agent of the
undergraduate faculty} recommends·and proposes course offerings
and curricula; assists in schedule ..... "
Page 3:

Paragraph 3:

Line 3:

Insert comma after Regents •

. FACULTY RESPONSIBILITIES
Page 1
Academic Freedom
Paragraph 3:

,

.. '-.

What criteria are used to determine what consitutes· teaching
controversial matter which has no relation to the course subject?

6

Teaching Load
Change:

- ----- ------- -------- - - - - - - ------ ----

---

---

"lOS" to Hof" in chart

Paragraph 2'

After "granted", insert "to members of the teaching staff."

Paragraph 2:

Line 3:

Delete "etc," insert

"and~'

Defore major.

Employment Outside Institution
Paragraph 1:

Line 3:

"regular expenditure of time" is much too vague to
,warrant inclusion without addition of a more specific

interpretation •
Ii "'~" -"

. ,..

'_

• , ,~~..¥mk4;;t~

~~~,f~~
r~

Paragraph 1:

~

Third "guiding principle": tfuat would count as cDntributing
to the welfare of the state is subject to possible contradictory
interpretations.

-",;

.",~

.,

::iii

·0-"S-f9&~~~~!%.~

~_'lli"llfOO>""''''''''';;''jjj,.'!'
'" "_>'? 1
"

Page 2:

Paragraph 1:

~

_ _~,*

IIfourth principle ll : . Interpretation of lib est interest
of the University'" could be so broad as to exclude the
possibility of any 11 0u tside'1 employment which was not
approved by the supervisors of a staff member in
question.

7

r •

Institutional Services Off-Campus
~

.,

Paragraph 1: Badly worded

Paragraph 4: Misspelled word in line

1

Examinations (Page 3)
Paragraph 2: Insertl1the fall and spring semestersl! in )'ine 1 after IlAt the close of ll

Delete from line 1

1I0f

each semester!!

Paragraph 3: Would it be possible to recommend that the policy for senior
examinations be changed'lso that they 1wuld be examined at the same
time as other students?·

Paragraph 5:

Change to read: IIIf an N. instriLctor does not wish to give a
final examination in a course, he files a written explanation
'if! with the dean of his school and with the Dean of Undergradua.te
. ~ Programs or t1'.8 Dean of Graduate Programs.~l

Grade Reporting
Paragraph 1: Lines

7/8;:

Delete Itshown up forI!

Substitute !1attended1!

Paragraph 2: line 2: Delete lIupon occasions I!
Line 6: Change last word in the line to llwithl!
Line

7:

Paragraph 3: line 5:

~

Change llstudentsll to I!student 18[1

__
Change !lstud:ent.IS1l to ~ 1Istudents.1

11

Line 6: After 3) change to readR l1 two ,Popie8 of a .grade-summary reporto.c.c
Page

4: Should

information about the new drop policy be included here?

Office Hours: (Page 4)

~"""
Clar:ify [1throughout

the dayl! .

8

Expenses for Travel
(Page 4)

Include the name of the staff member to whom complete travel request forms are
submitted.

-

(Page 1)
Retirement

FACULTY BENEFITS
---.--- - ------ - .-._---- --_._---------

-,

Include information regarding the extent of the State's contrihution to
teacher's retirement.

Sabbatical Leave
Line~:

Delete "one yearl!,

Line 3:

Insert· Irregular I! before IIsemesterll

Line 3:

Add after

'~.;rith

Substitute "bvo regular semesters"

full salary!!:

"or two summer terms with full salary"

12
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Kentucky Statutes Pertaining to the
Council on Public Higher Education
164.010

Council on Public Higher Education;

~embership2

terms.

There shall be a Council on Public. Higher Education in Kentucky, to
. be composed of tl.:.f.ne lay members appointed by the Governor and of the
president or chief executive officer of each four-year state institution

of higher education in the state. The nine lay members shall constitute
the voting membership of the council. They shall be appointed for regular terms of four years ~ with the intitial appointment of avo members for
one year, three members for two years, aV'o members for three years and the
remaining OvO memb-ers for four years. Any.~·person holding either an elec. tive or appointive state office or who is a member of the governing board
of any state or private college or uuiversity in Kentucky shall be ineligible for ~ernbership or appointment on the council d~ring his me~Jership or
term of office. tihen the council meets to corisider curricula for teacher
education~ three persons who are from accredited institutions of higher
learning~ and who have been appointed by the Execu_tive Committee of the
Kentucky Association of CoUeges, Secondary and Elementary Schools, shall
be invited to meet with the council in an advisory capacity.

o

164.020

C~~

pm.;rers and duties of council.

The Council on Public Higher Education in Kentucky shall:
(1) Engage in analyses and research to determine the overall needs
'of higher education in the Commonwealth.
(2) Develop and transmit to the Governor comprehensive plans for
public higher education which meet the needs of the Commomvealth. The
plans so developed shall conform to the respective functions and duties of
the state colleges and universities, the community colleges, and The
University of Kentucky as provided by statute.
.
(3) Determine the amount of entrance and/or registration fees and
approve the qualifications for adIT.ission to the public or ;.:-egis-tration
fees for qon~Keatucky-nesidents, the council shall consider the fees
required of Kentucky students by institutions in adjoining states, the
resident fees charged by other stated, the total actual per student cost
of training in the institutions for which the fees are being determined and
the ratios of Kentucky students to non-Kentucky students comprising the
~nrollments of the respective institutions.
(4) Consider the requirements and reirietv the budget. requests of the
institutions of public higher education as to their appropriate level of
support considering the functions of the institutions and the anticipated·
available resources for higher education. The individual institutions'
budget requests) including tuition and/or registration fee schedules for
all catigories of students, along with council recommendations shall be
submitted to the Governor through the Department of Finance no~ later than
November 15 of each odd numbered year.
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(5) Require such reports from the executive officer of each of
such institutions as it deams necessary for the effectual performance
of its duties.
(6) Publish annually a report of the educational and financial affairs of the institutions and disseminate other'information relation to
higher education.
,----" -_ .. _-- - - ------ -~-.-.- ---_._ ..
(7) Approve all new professional schools and review' and make reccommendations to the Governor regarding proposed new community colleges
and four-year colleges.
,.
(8) Approve curricula for teacher education.

(9) Elect a chairman annually from the voting membership. The
council shall appoint an executive director and such staff as may be
necessary; and their salaries shall be" determined in the same manner as
other state employees.
(10) shall constitute the representative agency of the Commouvlealth
in all matters of higher education of a general and state-wide nature
which are not othenvise delegated to one- or more institutions of higher
learning. Such responsibility may be exercised through appropriate contractual relationships with individuals or agencies located within or
without the Connnonwealth. '!'he authority includes but is not limited to
contractual arrangements for programs of research, specialized training,
and cultural enrichment.
164.030

Regulations of council to be: follOW'ed by state educational institutions.

'!'he governing board of each of the state institutions of higher
learning shall make such changes or adjustments in the curricula and such
rules and regualtions affecting their schools as are necessary to carry
out and put into effect the rulings of the Council on Eublic Higher
Education in regard to curricular onxerings, entrance fees and qualifications for admission to and reports from their respective institutions.

Suggestions for

Co~ttee

on Handbook Revision

(1)

Generally, the handbook is much to vague in many
areas.

(2)

The handbook offered for adoption is a l most a wordby - word rendition of a much outdated currently used
handbook.

(3)

The handbook might be of more use if statutes are
listed in those sections where action and r esponsibility are governed by state laws. The facu lty
could then refer to the law to obtain detailed
information. (sections of handbook concerned with
Board of Regents, The President , The Council on
Public Higher Education.)

(4)

Section concerned with Standing Co~ttees is not
complete.
Should include (a) Student Appeals
Committee, an d (b) Radiation commattee.

(5)

Clarify the method for replacing vacated memberships
on Standing Committees.
(A member of a standing
committee, leaves the University; who is responsible
for filling the uacancy?)

(6)

Section concerned with Teaching Load ... do G courses
qualify as gradua te l eve l teaching if majority of
students are taking the course for graduate credit?
Or , are 500 level courses the o nly level courses
considered in computing teaching loads? Please clarify.

(7)

3

3

Clarify statements in section concerned with Employment Outside the Institutio n . Line one, every case
of employment . .. (are we following this regulation?)

~

¥

Paragraph th ree .,. distinguish more clearly between
"private business" and "employment"in paragraph one.
These appear to be inconsistent to some faculty membe rs.
(8)

(9)

Section_concerned with Ins t i t utional Services Off-Campus .. .
New procedures from the Office of Research and Development
would suggest a need for a re-write of this section.
Section concerned with Grade Reporting .....
Should include acceptable drop periods for students . . .
two weeks after mid-term etc.

~_I

PURELY TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS
(1)

M5U ARCHIVES

In the first section ("Organi zation and Administration of the University " ),
page 3 of the revision, the description of the post of DEAN OF INSTITUTIONAL
PROGRJu~ was deliberately deleted, presumably because this position is no
longer in existence . However, this official is mentioned on pages 2 and 6
of the revised sect i on on "Connnittees."

(2)

On page 4 of the revised section on "Connnittees," Doran Student House should
be Adron Doran University Center.

(3)

On page 5 of the revised sec tion on "Connni ttees, " in the paragraph enti tIed
"Committee on Athletics,1I reference is made to the Director - Vice-president
of Business Affairs.
Sh ould this not be EITHER Director OR Vice - President,
and not both?

(4)

In the revised section on "Faculty Benefits," no mention is made of SUNMER
sabbatical leaves as in the old Handbook. Is this a delibe r ate omission?

(5)

On page 2 of the revised section on "Faculty Responsibilities, I, in the first
paragraph under II Institutional Services Off - Campus, 11 the first sentence reads :
"Morehead State University has a policy of regarding the value of service to
the public schools and other public agencies of the ConnnonHealth. ' 1
It appears the same way in the old Handbook, and it simply does not make
much sense to me!

William T. Cl ark
School of Social Sciences

1- 3
3

3
2
IL
I

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY MEETING
Morehead State University
September 15, 1970
The regular monthly faculty meeting was held at 4:10 p,m, on Tuesday, September 15.
1970, in University Brecldnridge School Auditorium. Dr. Adron Doran, President.
presided in the absence of Dean Lappin who is ill.
Dr. Doran:

Distributed copies of memberships on standing cammittees.
Vacancies on these committees were filled for the remainder
of the year, If any committees were omitted, suggestions should
be made to Dean Davis or Dean John Duncan.
Urged committees to meet and do their jobs.

Dr. Powell:

Asked that interested people stay after the faculty meeting to
discuss NEA and REA membership. In the last decade membership
at Morehead State University has dropped from 100 percent to
20 percent.

Nr. Luckey:

Presented the Proposed Statement of Purpose of the University
as prepared by the Southern Association Self-study Committee.
Moved that the faculty recommend to the Board of Regents the
adoption of this Statement of Purpose. Dr. Riddle seconded.
Discussion followed.

Dr. Riddle:

Moved that paragraph two, line three, be amended to read
"national, and international purposes~-or even for no purpose
at all except the. II Dr. Norfleet seconded the motion and it
carried. Discussion continued.

Dr. Hampton:

Recommended that questions about the proposed purpose not be
brought up unless a suggested solution is presented.

(The question was never called for nor a vote taken on the motion on the floor.)
Dr. M. Caudill:

Moved that (1) the proposed purpose go back to the Committee
on Purpose for revision, and (2) that the Committee name a
time and place for a public hearing. Dr. Patton seconded and
the motion carried.

Dr. John Duncan:

Announced that Southern Association Departmental Reports are
due no later than October 15. All new faculty members must
have credentials on file in the office of the Dean of the
Faculty immediately. All other faculty members must see that
their credentials are updated. The Chairman of the Southern
Association Visiting Committee will visit in February before
the Team comes in April.
Asked the faculty to take action on the following motion which
was presented by Dr. Cain to the University Senate and passed
on December 11, 1969: '~oved that this committee propose to
the University Faculty that the time be extended to one week
after the Qate for filing midterm grades as the latest date
to drop a course without a grade of IE I. "

..

,

y-~

Faculty Meeting Minutes
September 15, 1970
Page 2

Dr. Tant:

Moved that the resolution. be adopted.
Dr. Simpson, carried.

The motion, seconded by

Dr, Simpson:

Explained that a volunteer Curriculum Study Committee, comprised
of at least one member of each school on campus, has been meeting
weekly since the first Tuesday last November under the Chairmanship of Vice President Lappin. The results of these sessions
were distributed to all faculty last 'Week with the intent to ask
for consideration today of several changes in the general education requirements for all students in the University.
Asked that faculty action on these proposals be delayed and
the proposal be considered by the University Undergraduate
Curriculum and Instruction Committee the chairman of which will
then call a special meeting of the general faculty to consider
its proposals relating to general education requirements to be
included in the new catalog.

Dr. Doran:

Announced an $87,429 cut in the appropriations which were made
by the General Assembly because the Commissioner of Finance
says the income to the State wil1 be 1.1 percent, less than was
appropriated to Morehead State University.

The meeting adjourned at 5:29 p.m.

lsi

Sue Young Luckey
Secretary

MEMORANDUM

xo:

Members of the Faculty

FROM:

Committee on Purpose of the Self-Study for the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools

SUBJECT;

Discussion of the Statement of Purpose for the University

DATE:

September 21, 1970

The Committee on Purpose will hold an open meeting at 4:10 p.m. on
~ September~28J

1970,_ in the_faculty _lo_tglg~ __of t1'!e Education Building
in order to receive recommendation~ for chang1ng-th"e- state-men-f of--- ---

--

purpose for the University proposed at the last faculty meeting.
If possible, please bring several copies of any specific change which
you wish to recommend. Faculty members who find the scheduled time
inconvenient may wish to make their suggestions kno...m to one of the

members of the Committee on Purpose before the date

o~

the open meeting.

i.l1embers of the Corrunittee on Purpose
Office
Rolene B~ Cain. • •
Donald F. Holloway.
Perry E. LeRoy. •
George U. Luckey. • • •
Bill B. Pierce.
•
Roscoe H. Playforth
Char Ie s H. Ridd Ie •
•

·

__ -c

GMLlsr

-

-~---::--

•

•

Lappin Hall 220
Combs 213
Allie Young 101-1
Combs 414
Administration 304
Allie toung 1
Education 503

Telephone
3145
3371
2150

3121
3117
3320
3353

MSU ARCHIVES

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Committee For Revision of Faculty Handbook

FROM;

T.e. Horrison, ChairmanA eALl

Department of Economicsd

DATE:

October 21, 1970

RE:

Changes In Faculty Handbook

My suggestions for changes in the Faculty Handbook are attached.
I would be pleased to discuss these with the committee, if necessary.

Suggestions For Change In Faculty Handbook

I.

General suggestions relative to format .
That the various items included in the handbook be numbered so that
each article, section and subsection bf each article can be easily identified for reference purposes.

II.

RE Tenure
I would suggest that this section be changed to read as follows:

2

(I Morehead State University has the policY. of granting tenure to all
full time members of the faculty after a probationary period of no more
than five years of continuous service subject to the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.

III.

In unusual instances the length of the probationary period may be
reduced , but in no instance shall the probationary period be less than
one full academic year.
Written evaluation and recommendation from the respective Department
Head and Dean shall be required as a paxt of the procedure for evaluating
faculty me:nbers for tenure .
The faculty member being granted tenure shall, at the time he receives
this employment status, be notified i~ writing by the Board of Regents.
Such l e tter shall specify the date when tenure is granted and explain
the benefits thereof. I l

Faculty Responsibility
1.

RE:

Channels of Administrative Authority

I would suggest a new article which would state clearly that the usual
administrative channels which faculty members should fo11mY' in all matters
should begin with the Department Head, a nd then the Dean of the respective
school.

~r

Pfoblems should be carr ied to higher administrative authority

only if satisfaction is not obtained at the Deparoment or School level.
2.

RE:

Final examinations for graduating students

That the section relative to early exams for graduating students be
eleminated.

That graduating students take exams at regular time and that

graduation exercises be adjusted to permit this.
IV.

Miscellaneous Policies and Procedures
1.

RE:

Faculty Ranking

Suggest that it be stated that recommendations for change in rank shall
normally be made by the Department Head and Dean of the respective school .
Hmvever. faculty members who feel that their status should be reviewed by
higher authority may appeal to the Committee on Faculty Organization.
2.

RE:

Contracts

Suggest that formal contracts not be offered of tenured faculty members.
That letters indicating the salary for the corning year be mailed to these
persons in the usual manner. but that no formal acceptance be required.
These persons are permanent employees and the handbook clearly instructs
anyone

~vho

intends to terminate his services tvith the institution to notify

authorities promptly.
3.

RE:

Introduction of New Courses

Suggest that faculty members who want to propose new courses should
present such suggestions to the Curriculum Committee of the Schoo1 , only
with the knmvledge and consent of the Department Chairman.

This is not in-

tended to imply that the Chairman's approval be required - -on1y that channels
be follm-led.

. " MSU ARCHIVES

"1

(.;:r::OSCIENCE DEPARTMENT

TO:

Dr . Charl es Derrickson

FRO~.r!:James R. Chaplin

DATE : 10-22-70

SUJ3..TECT : Committee on Handbook Revision

Charles:

1

Revision materials are oulined below:

Page 3- Modified Sabbatical Leave
Why shouldntt a faculty member who has been granted a modified sabbatical
be requested to ~ an agreement to return to Morehead as is required
of those who have been granted a regular sabbatical leave?

Page 3- Life Insurance
Why specify the amoun t of insurance carried as this figure is subject

2

to periodic chang e and may not be applicable each year that the
handbook is in effect? Simply state the University carries life

insurance on all members of the faculty.
Miscellaneous Policies and Procedures(2nd page under this topic)
Period of employment (center of page) should be modified to
fit our new academic year
Faculty Responsibilities
Teaching Load
If adjustments of basic teaching loads are made for significant
activi ties such as co~~ttee assign~ents, departmental duties ,
community service, etc., these considerations should be
consistent throughout the University and enforced but if nat,
I feel this paragraph should be deleted from revised handbook .

MSU

AltcmvES

j

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1tl0REHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
SC HoeL 0 1'

sOC IAl. '''lIoa<cI':S

M E MaR AND U M

TO ,

Mr . Charles Holt
Dr . Ed Hicks
Dr . Norman Tant
Dr . Jack Wilson

Mr. LeonaI'd Watson
FROM : John Kleber

DATE:

October 23 , 1970

RE :

Sub-committee on Handbook Revision

The Morehead State University handbook is presently being revised. A
special committee of the University Senate has been asked to accept
suggest i ons for changes , and t o incorporate these int o a new handbook.
Some faculty members have expressed con cern about the section relating
to television teaching. Becaus e of the increasingly important role
this medium will assume in education on our campus , and since the handbook will be used in its revised form for a long time to come, I feel
it is neces sary to be as explicit and realistic as possibl e about the
nature and role of television teaching . Because of the technical probl ems involved , and acting as temporary chairman of the Senate Committee
of the Senat e Committee on Handbook Revis i on , I would like to ask the
above mentioned people to form a sub - committee and suggest to me changes
which concern that part of the handbook relevant to television teach i ng .
I am asking Mr . Charles Holt t o serve as temporary chairman .

cc:

Or . John Duncan

:,
~

MSU AllOJIVES

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Committee on Handbook Rev isi on

FROM :

Larry Netherto ndOl,

DATE:

October 23, 1970

RE:

Committee on Public Affa i r s

Proposal:

The Corronittee on Public Affairs should be reconstructe d.

1.

Delete from the Committee the membership given to the Dean of
Insti t uti onal Programs.

2.

Add to the Committee t"IO membersh i ps to be fill ed by the
Director of Instructional Hedia an d the Director of the
Inst i tute of Publi c Broadcasting .

3.

Require that t he four faculty members to be selected at

large be non -media representatives .
Ratio nal e:

The position of Dean of In stitutional Programs i s one not presently
f ill ed in the Uni versity administrat i ve structure. The add iti on
of the Directors of Inst ructional Medi a and Pub l ic Broadcast ing

\'Iill provide the Committee with addit i onal experience and expe rti se
in these areas. Since one purpose of the Committee is that of
"... publ i e;zing the groHth and deve l opment of the University
through the ITedia of newspaper , radio, and television, II the
addi tion of the se members should be mandatory in keeping with
the Committee' s object i ves . Choosi n9 four faculty members as
non-rrEdia representatives II/auld all o\'/ for i nsight and new
perspectives from different angl es and would help assure objectivity .

-'-~~ --

. - - ----

MOREHEAD STATE UN
MOREHEAD . KENTUC KY 40351

November 2, 1970

MSU AJtOllVES
Dr . John R. Duncan , Dean
Graduate Programs
r·:Orehead State University
Norehead , KY 40351
Dear Dean Duncan:
RE :
I.

Suggestions for Faculty Handbook Revision

Faculty Benefits
Page 1 - Sabbatical Leave - Should this date be moved to one ear lier
than April 1 on the present calendar to allow department heads more
time to employ replacements?

II .

Faculty Responsibilities - Page 1
Teaching Load - On page 6 , t>tiscellaneous Policies and Procedures , under
sponsoring student activities, it states, "any faculty member '''ho may
become the sponsor of a student or ganization is responsibl e for the
general program and conduct of that organization . " Shouldn ' t sponsoring student organizations then be spelled out under Teaching Load?

II I.

f.1is cellaneous Policies and Procedures
Page 2 - Should dates of re-employment be eliminated o r changed for
new calendar?
Sincerel y ,

.tl _ .

b4-Le. (. L./
Be ttie t'icClaskey
Department of Home Economics
jc

;(

'I

•

,-

M E M 0 R A H DUM

To :

Members of the Faculty Handbook Revision Committee . .

From:

Dr . John Kl eber

Date :

Novembe r 9 , 1970
,

,

,

Due to beavy schedul e"s and obligations of seve r al members
of the committee on Faculty Handbook revisi on , the n ext
meeting has been Po.stponad until· Tuesday , November 24 at

4: 10 p.m. in the Facu lty Lounge of tae Education Bui l ding .
This wi ll be fo ll owed by

a~other

me e tin g on Tuesday,

December l ., a t 4 :10 p . m. in the Facu lty Lounge.-

This should

l eav e sufficient time t o have t he finished document

r eady

for presenta tion at the Sena te meeting on December 10 •

.'

,

.'

,

M E M 0 RAN DUM
To:

A~l

Faculty Members

lOrom:

John R. Duncan9JJ L
Paul F.: Davis T.:f f

Date:

November 9, 1970

Re:

University Faculty Meeting

i-{.

The University Faculty will meet on Thursday, November 19,

at 4:10 p.m. in the Recital Room of the Baird Music
Building. Mr~ Ted Crosthwaite of the Kentucky H.etireraent
System will be present to discuss the teacher retirement
system as it affects faculty members on the Morehead State
University campus.

JRD:PFD:rlc

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY MEETING

Horehead State University
November 19, 1970

A special called meeting of the-faculty was held at 4:10 p.m. on Thursday,
November 19, 1970, in the Recital Hall of Baird Music Building. Dr. Adron Doran,
President, presided in the absence of Dean Lappin who is ill,
Dr. Doran:

Announced the appointment of Dr, Edward E. Coates as Director
of the May Intersessiou, a fiveMweeks period from May 10 to
June 12. An advisory committee will be appointed to assist
Dr. Coates made up of a representative from each School plus
representatives from the various Bureaus.
Announced that there are l~50 fetv-er students registered this
fall than in the fall of 1969. The development of the budget
for next year must take this into consideration. The hiring
of personnel lV'ill be influenced by retirements and resignations.
Asked the reaction of the faculty in setting Friday, May 7, or
_ Sunday, May 9, as Commencement. Notes should be sent to the
President for ideas concerning this matter.
Expressed to the faculty concern for the unrest on campus,
Every member of the University Community has the responsibility
to keep things at a low key by becoming a part of campus
discussions.

Dr. Doran:

Introduced Mr. Ted Crosthwaite, former President of the Alumni
Association and presently El~ecutive Director of the Kentucky
Retirement System. He discussed in detail the four divisions
of the Kentucky Retirement System: (1) general organization,
(2) beginning to teach, (3) continuing career in teaching,_
and (lJ.) retirement. Individual teacher retirement statements
for 1970 may be expected December 7.

Dr. Powell:

Announced that KEA/NEA applications are available.

Mr. Philips:.

Invited the faculty to attend liThe Teahouse of the August Moon"
at 8:15 p.m. on November 19, 20, and 21 in Button Auditorium.

The meeting adjourned at 5:15.

Is/ Sue Young Luckey
Secretary

NlNUTES OF THE FACULTY MEETIlIIG

HoreheCld State University
November 19, 1970
A special called meeting of the faculty was held at 4:10 p,m. on Thursday,
November 19, 1970, in the Recital Hall of Baird Music Building. Dr, Adron Doran,
President, presided in the absence o£ Dean Lappin lo7ho is ill.
Dr. Doran:

Announced the appointment of Dr. Edward E. Coates as Director
of the May Intersession, a five-weeks period from May 10 to
June 12. An advisory committee will be appointed to assist
Dr~ Coates made up of a representative from each School plus
representatives from the various Bureaus.
Announced that there are 450 fewer students registered this
fall than in the fall of 1969. The development of the budget
for next year must take this into consideration. The hiring
of personnel will be influenced by retirements and resignations.
Asked the reaction of the faculty in setting Friday, May 7, or
Sunday, May 9, as Commencement. Notes should be sent to the
. President for ideas concerning this matter.
Expressed to the faculty concern for the unrest on campus,
Every member of the University Community has the responsibility
to keep things at a low };:ey by becoming a part of campus
discussions.

Dr. Doran:

Introduced Mr. Ted Crosthwaite, former President of the Alumni
Association and presently E~tecutive Director of the Kentucky
Retirement System. He discussed in detail the four divisions
of the Kentucky Retirement System: (1) general organization,
(2) beginning to teach, (3) continuing career in teaching,
and (4) retirement. Individual teacher retirement statements
for 1970 may be expected_December 7.

Dr. Powell:

Announced that KEA/NEA applications are available.

Mr. Philips:

Invited the faculty to attend liThe Teahouse of the August Moon ll
at 8:15 p.m. on November 19, 20, and 21 in Button Auditorium.

The meeting adjourned at 5:15.

Is/ Sue Young Luckey
Secretary

MEMORANDUM
TO~

1<Iembers of the Facul ty

FROM: Cammi ttee on Purpo-se fbi' the Soutbern .Association
SUBJECT:

DATE:

Se~£-Study

Proposed Statememt of Purpose

December 2t 1970

At the next general faculty meeting, the Committee on Purpose ldll present

the attaohed revised statement o£

pu~Tose

for yuur

consideration~

Revised Statement of Purpose for the University Tentatively Adopted by the
Committee on Purpose on October 5, 1970
'Q- "

He believe that the University must structure a' community of students,
teachers, and administrators in w-hich all elements function for the sake
of scholarship and in which no one element serves only itself.
He believe that the University must develop an environment in which
knowledge may be discovered and integrated for civic, regional, national,
and

intern~tional

concerns of social significance

(1) - or even for no reason at all except the excitement of
free inq-uLty",
(2) - or solely for the excitement of free inquiry.
~

(J) ; with free rein given to creative and constructive

independent inquiry.
We believe that the University must provide opportunity for the
individual student to recognize his potentialities and to acquire selfdiscipline necessary for their realization.
We believe that the interaction of students with a faculty committed
to excellence of teaching must promote an atmosphere in which the student
will be challenged to encounter the values, ideas 1 and tangible aspects
of the universe.
He believe that the University has a special obligation to serve the
people of Eastern Kentucky.
He believe that to achieve these purposes, the University must respond
flexibly to the needs of the present without spurning the achievements
and values of the past or overlooking the promises of the future.

